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Abstract
We study continuous (strongly) minimal cut generating functions for the model where all
variables are integer. We consider both the original Gomory-Johnson setting as well as a recent
extension by Cornue´jols and Yıldız. We show that for any continuous minimal or strongly mini-
mal cut generating function, there exists an extreme cut generating function that approximates
the (strongly) minimal function as closely as desired. In other words, the extreme functions are
“dense” in the set of continuous (strongly) minimal functions.
1 Introduction
Cut-generating functions are an important approach for deriving, understanding, and analyzing
general-purpose cutting planes for mixed-integer programs. Given a natural number n ∈ N and a
closed subset S ⊆ Rn \ {0}, a cut-generating function (CGF) for S is a function pi : Rn → R such
that for every choice of natural number k ∈ N and k vectors r1, . . . , rk ∈ Rn, the inequality
k∑
i=1
pi(ri)yi ≥ 1
is valid for the set
Q0 =
{
y ∈ Zk+ :
k∑
i=1
riyi ∈ S
}
. (1)
Note that CGFs for S only depend on n and S, and should work for all choices of k ∈ N and
r1, . . . , rk ∈ Rn.
Cut-generating functions were originally considered for sets S of the form S = b+ Zn for some
b ∈ Rn \ Zn by Gomory and Johnson [12, 13, 16] under the name of the infinite group relaxation.
Such sets S will be called affine lattices. In this case the connection with Integer Programming is
clear: the set Q0 is the projection of a mixed-integer set in tableau form Qrel = {(x, y) ∈ Zm×Zk+ :
x = −b +∑i riyi} onto the non-basic variables, so CGFs give valid cuts for this set. Notice that
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Qrel arises as a relaxation of a generic pure integer program in standard form by dropping the non-
negativity of the basic variables x. So another important setting of CGFs is one that does not involve
this relaxation, namely using sets S of the form S = b+Zn+, where b ∈ Rn\Zn and b ≤ 0 [18]; this now
corresponds to the projection of the “unrelaxed” set Qfull = {(x, y) ∈ Zm+ ×Zk+ : x = −b+
∑
i riyi}.
We call such sets S truncated affine lattices.
Cut-generating functions have received significant attention in the literature (see the surveys [3,
5, 6] and the references therein). One important feature is that cut-generating functions capture
known general purpose cuts, for example the prominent GMI cuts and more generally split cuts
(when S is an affine lattice) and the lopsided cuts of Balas and Qualizza [1] (when S is a truncated
affine lattice). Moreover, the CGF perspective gives a clean way of understanding cuts, since they
abstract the finer structure of mixed integer sets and only depend on n and S (for affine and
truncated affine lattices this is just the shift vector b).
Strength of cut generating function and extreme functions. Since their introduction, there
has been much interest in understanding what the “best” CGFs are – the ones that cut “most
deeply”. CGFs can be stratified and at the first level we have (strongly) minimal functions. An
inequality α · x ≥ α0 given by α ∈ Rn and α0 ∈ R will be called valid for S if every s ∈ S satisfies
α·s ≥ α0. A CGF pi for S is called strongly minimal if there does not exist a different CGF pi′, a real
number β ≥ 0 and a valid inequality α ·x ≥ α0 for S, such that for all r ∈ Rn, βpi′(r) +α · r ≤ pi(r)
and β + α0 ≥ 1 [18].1 This definition captures the standard idea of non-dominated inequalities.
Gomory and Johnson characterized all continuous strongly minimal functions when S is an affine
lattice.
Theorem 1.1 (Gomory and Johnson [12]). Let S = b + Zn for some b ∈ Rn \ Zn. A continuous
function pi : Rn → R is a strongly minimal function if and only if all of the following hold:
(i) pi is a nonnegative function with pi(z) = 0 for all z ∈ Zn,
(ii) pi is subadditive, i.e., pi(r1 + r2) ≤ pi(r1) + pi(r2) for all r1, r2 ∈ Rn, and
(iii) pi satisfies pi(r) + pi(b − r) = 1 for all r ∈ Rn. (This condition is known as the symmetry
condition.)
Note that the first two conditions imply that pi is periodic modulo Zn, i.e., pi(r) = pi(r + z) for
all z ∈ Zn. This characterization was also recently generalized by Cornue´jols and Yıldız to a wider
class of sets S, which includes truncated affine lattices as well [18] (see Theorem 2.1 below).
A stronger notion than strong minimality is that of an extreme function. We say that a CGF pi
is extreme if there do not exist distinct CGFs pi1 and pi2 such that pi =
pi1+pi2
2 . This is a subset of
strongly minimal functions [18] that corresponds to a notion of “facets” in the context of CGFs (see
also [5,6] for other notions of “facet” for CGFs). Because of the importance of facet-defining cuts in
Integer Programming, there has been substantial interest in obtaining and understanding extreme
functions (see [5,6] for a survey). For example, a celebrated result is Gomory and Johnson’s 2-Slope
Theorem (Theorem 2.4 below) that gives a sufficient condition for a CGF to be extreme (in the
affine lattice setting with n = 1; see [7, 10,18] for generalizations).
Unfortunately the structure of extreme functions seems much more complicated than that of
minimal functions. For example, even verifying the extremality of a function is not completely
1When S is an affine lattice this notion is equivalent to notion of minimal inequality used in the literature.
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understood (see [5, 6] for preliminary steps in this direction); a simple characterization like Theo-
rem 1.1 seems all the more unlikely.
Our results. As noted above, it is easy to verify that extreme functions are always strongly
minimal. We prove an approximate converse: in a strict mathematical sense, strongly minimal
functions for n = 1 are “close” to being extreme functions. More precisely, in the affine lattice
setting we prove the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let S = b+Z for some b ∈ Q \Z. Let p¯i be a continuous strongly minimal function
for S. Then for every  > 0 there is an extreme (2-slope) function pi∗ such that ‖p¯i − pi∗‖∞ ≤ ,
where ‖ · ‖∞ is the sup norm.
Equivalently, this states that extreme functions are dense, under the sup norm, in the set of
strongly minimal functions. This surprising property of CGFs relies on their infinite-dimensional
nature: for finite-dimensional polyhedra, a (non-facet) minimal inequality can never be arbitrarily
close (under any reasonable distance) to a facet.
In the truncated affine lattice setting we prove a similar result under an additional assumption.
A function φ : R → R is quasi-periodic (with period d), if there are real numbers d > 0 and c ∈ R
such that φ(r + d) = φ(r) + c for every r ∈ R. All explicitly known CGFs from the literature
are quasi-periodic. Moreover, quasi-periodic piecewise linear CGFs can be expressed using a finite
number of parameters, making them attractive from a computational perspective.
Theorem 1.3. Let S = b+Z+, where b ∈ Q\Z and b ≤ 0. Let p¯i be a continuous, strongly minimal
function for S that is quasi-periodic with rational period. Then for any M ∈ R+ and  > 0 there is
an extreme (2-slope) function pi∗ such that |p¯i(r)− pi∗(r)| ≤  for all r ∈ [−M,M ].
Our results imply that for the purpose of cutting-planes, these strongly minimal functions
perform essentially as well as extreme functions, at least for the n = 1 case, i.e., cutting planes
from a single row. This points out the limitations of extremality as a measure for the quality of
one-dimensional CGFs and suggests the need for alternative measures (see [14]). However, we have
not been able to establish such results for n ≥ 2. The question remains open whether extremality is
a more useful concept in higher dimensions, making it relevant for multi-row cuts.
Continuous infinite relaxation. While our main results are regarding the infinite group problem,
in the last section we consider another well studied model for cutting planes – the so-called infinite
continuous relaxation, first introduced in [8]. We recall here some basic definitions and results
about this model. Given a natural number n ∈ N and a closed subset S ⊆ Rn \ {0}, a continuous
cut-generating function (CCGF) for S is a function ψ : Rn → R such that the inequality
k∑
i=1
ψ(ri)si ≥ 1
is valid for
CS(r
1, . . . , rk) :=
{
s ∈ Rk+ :
k∑
i=1
risi ∈ S
}
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for every choice of a natural number k ∈ N and every set of k vectors r1, . . . , rk. Note the contrast
with (1) where the variables yi took nonnegative, integer values, as opposed to the variables si which
take nonnegative real values in CS(r
1, . . . , rk). This is what is intended by the word “continuous”
in CCGF; it has nothing to do with continuity in the analytic sense. We will often abbreviate
CS(r
1, . . . , rk) as CS(R) where R ∈ Rn×k is the matrix with columns r1, . . . , rk.
We also have the definitions of minimality and extremality as before: a CCGF ψ is minimal if
there is no other CCGF ψ′ such that ψ′ ≤ ψ, and is extreme if it cannot be written as a convex
combination of two distinct CCGFs.
In the context of CCGFs, we only consider the case S = b+Zn with b ∈ Rn\Zn,
i.e., when S is an affine-lattice. We will henceforth denote CS(R) by Cb(R).
It is a well-known fact (see, for example, the recent survey [3]) that minimal CCGFs are sub-
linear, i.e., convex, positively homogeneous functions. Thus, the “sup” norm is not a well defined
norm on this set, and to compare the distance between two distinct minimal CCGFs, one has to
define a better metric. We propose the following natural one. For any positively homogenous
function ψ, we define
‖ψ‖ = sup
r∈Rn:‖r‖1=1
ψ(r). (2)
One can then obtain the following results about approximating minimal functions using extreme
ones. The following result was suggested to be true in [11].
Theorem 1.4. Let n = 2 and let S = b+ Z2 for some b ∈ R2 \ Z2. Consider any minimal CCGF
ψ for S. Then for all  > 0 there exists an extreme function ψ′ for S such that ‖ψ − ψ′‖ < .
However, we show that this does not hold for n ≥ 3.
Theorem 1.5. Let n ≥ 3 and let S = b+Zn for some b ∈ Rn\Zn. There exists a minimal function
ψ for S and  > 0 such that all extreme functions ψ′ for S have ‖ψ − ψ′‖ ≥ .
These results make it plausible that for the infinite group problem the density result may not
be true for higher dimensions.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Strongly minimal functions for truncated affine lattices
The celebrated characterization of strongly minimal inequalities by Gomory and Johnson was re-
cently extended by Cornue´jols and Yıldız [18] to truncated affine lattices (actually their result is
more general, we only state a special case here).
Theorem 2.1 (Cornue´jols and Yıldız [18]). Let S = b + Zn+, where b ∈ Rn \ Zn and b ≤ 0. A
continuous function pi : Rn → R is a strongly minimal function if and only if all of the following
hold:
(i) pi(0) = 0, and pi(−ei) = 0 for all unit vectors ei, i = 1, . . . , n,
(ii) pi is subadditive, i.e., pi(r1 + r2) ≤ pi(r1) + pi(r2), and
(iii) pi satisfies the symmetry condition, i.e., pi(r) + pi(b− r) = 1 for all r ∈ Rn.
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2.2 Approximations using piecewise linear functions
We say a function φ : R → R is piecewise linear if there is a set of closed nondegenerate intervals
Ij , j ∈ J such that R =
⋃
j∈J Ij , any bounded subset of R intersects only finitely many intervals,
and φ is affine over each interval Ij . The endpoints of the intervals Ij are called the breakpoints of
φ. Note that in this definition, a piecewise linear function is continuous.
The next lemma shows that continuous strongly minimal functions can be approximated by
piecewise linear functions that are also strongly minimal; this can be accomplished by restricting
the function to a subgroup and performing a linear interpolation. Throughout we use the following
notation: Given a subset X ⊆ R and a function φ : R→ R, we denote the restriction of φ to X by
φ|X .
Lemma 2.2. Let S be an affine lattice b+ Z or a truncated affine lattice b+ Z+ (for n = 1) with
b ∈ Q. Let pi be uniformly continuous, strongly minimal function for S. Then for every  > 0
there is a continuous strongly minimal function pipwl for S that is piecewise linear and satisfies
‖pi − pipwl‖∞ ≤ .
Proof. Since pi is uniformly continuous and b is rational, there exists a q ∈ Z+ such that b ∈ 1qZ and
the piecewise linear interpolation pipwl of pi| 1
q
Z satisfies ‖pi−pipwl‖∞ ≤ . Since pi is subadditive and
symmetric by Theorems 1.1 and 2.1, pi| 1
q
Z is subadditive and symmetric for all rational numbers
in 1qZ. It is then easy to see that pipwl is also subadditive and symmetric and therefore satisfies
conditions (ii) and (iii) in Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 (see also [6, Theorem 8.3]). Also, since all integers
are in 1qZ, condition (i) in Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 is easily verified for pipwl. Thus, pipwl is strongly
minimal, which concludes the proof.
2.3 Subadditivity and additivity
We introduce some tools for studying subadditive functions. For any function pi : R→ R, define a
slack function ∆pi : R× R→ R as
∆pi(x, y) = pi(x) + pi(y)− pi(x+ y). (3)
Clearly pi is subadditive if and only if ∆pi ≥ 0. We will employ another concept in our analysis
which we call the additivity domain:
E(pi) = {(x, y) : ∆pi(x, y) = 0}.
When pi : R→ R is a piecewise linear function periodic modulo Z with an infinite set of breakpoints
U = {. . . , u−1, u0, u1, . . . }, by periodicity, we may assume that U = {u0, u1, . . . , um} + Z where
u0 = 0, um < 1 and ui < ui+1. The function ∆pi is affine on every set F = {(x, y) : ui ≤ x ≤
ui+1, uj ≤ y ≤ uj+1, uk ≤ x + y ≤ uk+1} where (ui, ui+1), (uj , uj+1), and (uk, uk+1) are pairs of
consecutive breakpoints. The set of all such F forms a polyhedral complex and will be denoted by
∆PU . The vertices of any such F will be denoted by vert(F ). If F is any collection of polyhedra
from ∆PU , then we define vert(F) := ∪F∈F vert(F ). Note that vert(∆PU ) is exactly the set of
points (x, y) ∈ R2 such that either x, y ∈ U or x, x+ y ∈ U or y, x+ y ∈ U . The affine structure of
∆pi implies the following (for example, see Figure 1).
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Lemma 2.3. Let pi : R → R be a piecewise linear function periodic modulo Z with breakpoints
in U . Let F be a collection of polyhedra from ∆PU . If ∆pi(x, y) ≥ γ for all (x, y) ∈ vert(F)
for some γ > 0, then ∆pi(x, y) ≥ γ for all (x, y) ∈ ∪F∈FF . In particular, ∆pi(x, y) ≥ 0 for all
(x, y) ∈ vert(∆PU ) if and only if pi is subadditive.
2.4 2-Slope Theorems
Piecewise linear functions where the slope takes exactly two values are referred to as 2-slope func-
tions. We will use the following two general theorems on extreme functions to show certain 2-slope
functions are extreme.
Theorem 2.4 (Gomory and Johnson [12]). Let S = b+Z be an affine lattice and let pi be a strongly
minimal cut generating function for S. If pi is piecewise linear and has exactly two slopes, then it
is extreme.
Recently, this theorem was extended to the case when S = b + Z+ using a similar proof as
Gomory and Johnson used.
Theorem 2.5 (Cornue´jols and Yıldız [18]). Let S = b + Z+ be a truncated affine lattice and let
pi : R → R be a strongly minimal cut generating function for S. If pi is such that pi(r) ≥ 0 for all
r ≥ 0 and the restriction of pi to any compact interval is piecewise linear function with exactly two
slopes, then pi is extreme.
2.5 2-Slope fill-in
Gomory and Johnson [12, 13, 16] described a procedure called the 2-slope fill-in that allows us to
extend subadditive functions from a subgroup of R to the whole of R. Let U be a subgroup of R.
Let g : R → R be a sublinear function, i.e., g is subadditive and g(λr) = λg(r) for all λ ≥ 0 and
r ∈ R. The two-slope fill-in of any function φ : R→ R with respect to U and g is defined as
φfill-in(r) = min
u∈U
{φ(u) + g(r − u)}.
Lemma 2.6 (Johnson (Section 7 in [16])). Let U be any subgroup of R and let φ : R → R be a
function such that φ|U is subadditive, i.e., φ(u1 + u2) ≤ φ(u1) + φ(u2) for all u1, u2 ∈ U . Suppose
g is a sublinear function such that φ ≤ g. Then the 2-slope fill-in φfill-in of φ with respect to U and
g is subadditive. Moreover, φfill-in ≥ φ and φfill-in|U = φ|U .
3 Proof of Theorem 1.2
The high-level idea is to apply the 2-slope fill-in procedure to the input function p¯i and then sym-
metrize it to produce a 2-slope function pi∗ that satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 1.1,
and hence is strongly minimal. Then employing Theorem 2.4 we have that pi∗ is an extreme func-
tion. Moreover, we perform the 2-slope fill-in in a way that ‖p¯i− pi∗‖∞ ≤ , thus giving the desired
result.
The main difficulty in pursuing this line of argument is that the symmetrization step needed
after the 2-slope fill-in can easily destroy the desired subadditivity. Therefore, before applying the
2-slope fill-in plus symmetrization we perturb the original function p¯i to ensure that in most places
we have the strict inequality pi(x+ y) < pi(x) + pi(y) (and with enough room).
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We start describing this perturbation procedure. For the remainder of this section, we focus
on the case where S = b+ Z. Also, using periodicity with respect to Z, any function pi is strongly
minimal for S = b + Z if and only if it is strongly minimal for S = b¯ + Z, where b¯ ≡ b (mod 1).
Hence, without loss of generality, we assume b ∈ (0, 1) throughout this section.
3.1 Equality reducing perturbation
The perturbation we consider produces a function with equalities (modulo Z2) only on the border of
the unit square and on the symmetry lines x+y = b and x+y = 1+b. Recall that strongly minimal
functions for S = b+Z are periodic modulo Z and satisfy the symmetric condition, i.e., ∆pi(x, y) = 0
whenever x+ y ∈ b+Z. Moreover, only the lines x+ y = b+ z for z = 0, 1 intersect the cube [0, 1]2
since b ∈ (0, 1). Define the sets Eδ = {(x, y) : x ∈ [0, δ] ∪ [1− δ, 1]} ∪ {(x, y) : y ∈ [0, δ] ∪ [1− δ, 1]}
for δ > 0, Eb = {(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 : b− δ ≤ x+ y ≤ b+ δ}, and E1+b = {(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 : (1 + b)− δ ≤
x+ y ≤ (1 + b) + δ}. The main result of this section is the following.
Lemma 3.1. Consider a piecewise linear function pi that is strongly minimal for b+ Z. Then for
any  ∈ (0, 1), there is a real number δ > 0 and a function picomb satisfying the following:
(1) picomb is strongly minimal for b+ Z.
(2) picomb is piecewise linear whose breakpoints include δ + Z and −δ + Z. Further, picomb is linear
on [0, δ] and [−δ, 0].
(3) ‖pi − picomb‖∞ ≤ .
(4) E(picomb) ⊆ Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b.
(5) There exists γ > 0 such that ∆picomb(x, y) > γ for all (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 \
(
Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b
)
.
The idea behind the proof of this lemma is the observation that if we have a convex combination
pi = αpi1 + (1− α)pi2 with α ∈ (0, 1), then E(pi) ⊆ E(pi1) ∩ E(pi2). Thus, we will find a function pˆi
with nice equalities E(pˆi) and then set picomb as roughly (1− )pi + pˆi. The nice function we use is
defined for any δ ∈ (0,min{ b2 , 1−b2 }) as follows (see Figure 1 for an example):
piδ(r) =

1
2δ r r ∈ [0, δ] + Z,
1
2 r ∈ (δ, b− δ] + Z,
1− 12δ (b− r) r ∈ (b− δ, b] + Z,
1 + 12δ (b− r) r ∈ (b, b+ δ] + Z,
1
2 r ∈ (b+ δ, 1− δ] + Z,
1
2 +
1
2δ (1− δ − r) r ∈ (1− δ, 1] + Z.
(4)
The following lemma states the key properties of piδ; its proof, presented in Appendix A, uses
the characterization of strong minimality from Theorem 1.1 and requires a case analysis based on
the breakpoints of piδ.
Lemma 3.2. For all δ ∈ (0,min{ b2 , 1−b2 }), the function piδ is strongly minimal for b + Z. Fur-
thermore, we have E(piδ) ⊆ Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b and there exists γ > 0 such that ∆piδ(x, y) > γ for all
(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 \ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b).
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Figure 1: On the left is a plot of piδ : R → [0, 1] for δ = 110 and b = 25 . This function is periodic
modulo Z, so we only display the domain [0, 1]. On the right we have drawn the complex ∆PU
in dashed lines on the [0, 1]2 domain. The function ∆piδ is affine on each cell of ∆PU . The cells
of ∆PU filled in black are those contained in the set E(piδ). Since piδ is periodic, ∆piδ (and hence
E(piδ)) is periodic modulo Z2. Covering the set E(piδ) in gray are the sets Eδ, Eb, and E1+b. The
set Eδ around the boundary of the box is shaded in lighter gray, while the diagonal strips Eb and
E1+b are shaded in darker gray. Notice that E(piδ) ⊆ Eδ ∪Eb ∪E1+b. In fact, the remaining region
[0, 1]2 \ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b), colored white, does not intersect E(piδ). Hence ∆piδ > γ > 0 on this
remaining region.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Consider the breakpoints of pi in the open interval (0, 1), let umin and umax
be respectively the smallest and the largest of these breakpoints. Choose δ > 0 sufficiently small –
more precisely, δ < min{umin, 1− umax, b2 , 1−b2 }.
By Lemma 3.2, piδ is strongly minimal, and pi is strongly minimal by assumption. Since the
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 1.1 are maintained under taking convex combinations, the
function picomb = (1 − )pi + piδ is also strongly minimal. Thus, condition (1) is satisfied. By the
choice of δ and the fact that δ +Z and −δ +Z are included in the breakpoints of piδ, condition (2)
is also satisfied. Moreover,
|picomb(x)− pi(x)| = |(1− )pi(x) + piδ(x)− pi(x)| = | − pi(x) + piδ(x)| ≤ ,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that 0 ≤ pi(x), piδ(x) ≤ 1 for all x, since both functions
are strongly minimal. Thus, condition (3) is satisfied. Finally, by Lemma 3.2, there exists a γˆ > 0
such that ∆piδ(x, y) > γˆ for all (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 \ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b). Since ∆pi ≥ 0, it follows that
∆picomb(x, y) = (1−)∆pi(x, y)+∆piδ(x, y) ≥ ∆piδ(x, y) > γˆ for all (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2\(Eδ∪Eb∪E1+b).
Taking γ = γˆ completes the proof of conditions (4) and (5).
3.2 Symmetric 2-slope fill-in
We now show that we can apply the 2-slope fill-in plus a symmetrization procedure to the function
picomb to transform it into a strongly minimal 2-slope function (and hence extreme) while only
making small changes to the function values.
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Lemma 3.3. Let  > 0 and let picomb be any function that satisfies the output conditions of Lemma
3.1 (for some δ, γ > 0) whose breakpoints are rational. There exists a strongly minimal 2-slope
piecewise linear function pisym such that ‖picomb − pisym‖∞ ≤ .
Proof. By periodicity, we focus on the [0,1] interval. Without loss of generality, we assume that
 < γ3 where γ is given in Lemma 3.1(5). Let s+ and s− be two slopes of the piecewise linear
function picomb coming from the origin, i.e., let s+ = limh→0+
picomb(h)
h , s− = limh→0−
picomb(h)
h . Since
picomb is nonnegative, it follows that s+ ≥ 0, s− ≤ 0. The function g(r) := max(s+ · r, s− · r), is
easily seen to be sublinear, and subadditivity of picomb implies picomb ≤ g.
Let q ∈ Z+ such that 1qZ such that the breakpoints U of picomb and b2 are contained in 1qZ
and such that 1q max{s+, |s−|} < 2 . Since picomb ≤ g, by Lemma 2.6, the fill-in function pifill−in of
picomb, with respect to
1
qZ and g, is subadditive. Unfortunately, pifill−in does not necessarily satisfy
the symmetry condition and, therefore, is not necessarily a strongly minimal function. Hence, we
further define
pisym(r) =
{
pifill−in(r) r ∈ [0, b2 ] ∪ [1+b2 , 1],
1− pifill−in(b− r) r ∈ [ b2 , 1+b2 ]
In the definition of pisym, we have enforced the symmetry condition, possibly sacrificing the
subadditivity of the function. We will show that, given the parameters used in the construction,
pisym is strongly minimal and actually approximates picomb to the desired precision.
By Lemma 2.6, pifill−in ≥ picomb and picomb(u) = pifill−in(u) for all u ∈ 1qZ. Since picomb is period
modulo Z, the function pifill−in inherits this property. Moreover, restricted to [0, 1], pifill−in is the
pointwise minimum of a finite collection of piecewise linear functions and therefore, pifill−in is also
piecewise linear. Furthermore, the maximum slope in absolute value of pifill−in is s = max{s+, |s−|}.
Therefore s is also a bound on the maximum slope in absolute value for picomb. Hence,
|pifill−in(r)− picomb(r)| ≤ |pifill−in(u)− picomb(u)|+ 2s|u− r| ≤ ,
where u ∈ 1qZ is the closest point in 1qZ to r. Thus, we have established that ‖pifill−in − picomb‖∞ ≤
. Observe that |pisym(r) − picomb(r)| = |pifill−in(r) − picomb(r)| for all r ∈ [0, b2 ] ∪ [1+b2 , 1], and
|pisym(r)− picomb(r)| = |pifill−in(b− r)− picomb(b− r)| for all r ∈ [ b2 , 1+b2 ] because of the symmetry of
picomb. Therefore we also have that ‖pisym − picomb‖∞ ≤ .
Next, observe that pisym has the same slopes as pifill−in, and therefore is a 2-slope piecewise linear
function.
Finally, we establish that pisym is a strongly minimal function. Since it is clear that pisym(0) = 0,
and pisym satisfies the symmetry condition, by Theorem 1.1, we only need to show that pisym satisfies
the subadditivity condition pisym(x + y) ≤ pisym(x) + pisym(y); equivalently, ∆pisym(x, y) ≥ 0. This
is established by the following case analysis for each (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2.
Case 1. Suppose (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 \ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b).
By Lemma 3.1(5), ∆picomb(x, y) > γ > 0. Since ‖pisym − picomb‖∞ ≤ , it follows that
∆pisym(x, y) ≥ ∆picomb(x, y)− 3‖pisym − picomb‖∞ ≥ 0.
Case 2. Suppose (x, y) ∈ Eδ.
By Lemma 3.1(2), the slope of picomb on the interval [0, δ] is s+, while the slope on the interval
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[1 − δ, 1] is s−. We claim that picomb = pifill−in on the intervals [0, δ] and [1 − δ, δ]. To see this,
consider any two consecutive points u1, u2 ∈ [0, δ] ∩ 1qZ. For any r ∈ [u1, u2], we have
picomb(r) = picomb(u1) + s+(r − u1) = picomb(u1) + g(r − u1)
≥ min
u∈U
picomb(u) + g(r − u) = pifill−in(r) ≥ picomb(r).
The first equality comes from the second part of Lemma 3.1(2). The last inequality comes from
Lemma 2.6. Since this holds for any points u1, u2 ∈ 1qZ ∩ [0, δ] and 0, δ ∈ 1qZ by Lemma 3.1(2)
and the assumption that all breakpoints of picomb lie in
1
qZ, the claim holds on the interval [0, δ].
A similar argument verifies the claim on the interval [1 − δ, 1] by showing that pifill−in takes slope
s− on this interval.
Therefore, for x ∈ [0, δ] we have
pisym(x) = s+ · x ≥ s+ · α1 + s− · α2 = pi(x+ y)− pi(y),
where α1 and α2 are the lengths of the subsets of the interval [y, x + y] taking slopes s+ and s−
respectively. The inequality holds since α1 + α2 = x and s+ ≥ s−.
On the other hand, if x ∈ [1− δ, 1], then
−pisym(x) = −pisym(x− 1) = s− · (1− x)
≤ s+ · α1 + s− · α2 = pisym(y)− pisym(x+ y − 1) = pisym(y)− pisym(x+ y),
where α1, α2 are the lengths of the subsets of the interval [x + y − 1, y] taking slopes s+ and s−
respectively. The inequality holds since α1 + α2 = 1− x and s+ ≥ s−. Here we used the fact that
pisym is periodic modulo Z.
Case 3. Suppose (x, y) ∈ Eb ∪ E1+b.
Suppose first that (x, y) ∈ Eb. Then x+ y = b− β for some β ∈ [−δ, δ]. By Case 2, it follows that
pisym(β) + pisym(x) ≥ pisym(x + β). Therefore, −(pisym(β) + pisym(x)) ≤ −pisym(x + β). Since pisym
satisfies the symmetry condition, we have
pisym(b− β) = 1− pisym(β) = 1− pisym(β)− pisym(x) + pisym(x)
≤ 1− pisym(x+ β) + pisym(x) = pisym(b− x− β) + pisym(x)
= pisym(x) + pisym(y).
The proof is similar for (x, y) ∈ E1+b.
Since Cases 1-3 cover all options for (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2, we see that pisym is indeed subadditive. This
concludes the proof.
3.3 Concluding the proof of Theorem 1.2
Consider a strongly minimal function p¯i for S = b + Z. Since p¯i is continuous and periodic with
period 1, it is actually uniformly continuous. Thus, we can apply Lemma 2.2 to obtain a piecewise
linear function pipwl that is strongly minimal for S and satisfies ‖p¯i − pipwl‖∞ ≤ 3 . Then we
employ the equality reduction Lemma 3.1 over pipwl to obtain a strongly minimal function picomb
with ‖pipwl − picomb‖∞ ≤ 3 . Then we can apply Lemma 3.3 to picomb to obtain a function pisym
with ‖picomb − pisym‖∞ ≤ 3 satisfying the other properties given by the lemma. Then the 2-
Slope Theorem 2.4 implies that pisym is extreme, and triangle inequality gives ‖p¯i − pisym‖∞ ≤
‖p¯i − pipwl‖∞ + ‖pipwl − picomb‖∞ + ‖picomb − pisym‖∞ ≤ . This concludes the proof.
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4 Proof of Theorem 1.3
The high-level idea of the proof of Theorem 1.3 is to take the input function p¯i, which is strongly
minimal and quasi-periodic, and remove a linear term from it and scale the domain to obtain a
function p˜i that is periodic modulo Z (and in fact strongly minimal). Then we can apply Theorem
1.2 to this transformed function p˜i to obtain an extreme function p˜isym close to it and then undo
the transformation over p˜isym to obtain an extreme function pi
∗. The only caveat is that in this last
step simply undoing the function transformation does not give us an extreme function: an extra
correction step needs to take place to correct the fact that p˜isym is a (slight) modification of p˜i.
One can transform a quasi-periodic function into a periodic one by removing a linear term (the
proof can be readily verified).
Lemma 4.1. Let φ be quasi-periodic with period d, and let c ∈ R be such that φ(x+ d) = φ(x) + c.
Then the function φ˜(x) := φ(x)− cdx is periodic with period d.
We also need the following lemma which follows from [15, Theorem 7.5.1].
Lemma 4.2. Let φ : R → R be a continuous, subadditive, periodic function and φ(0) = 0. Then
φ ≥ 0.
We proceed with proving Theorem 1.3. Consider a truncated affine lattice S = b + Z+ with
b ∈ Q \Z and b ≤ 0. Consider a continuous, strongly minimal, quasi-periodic function p¯i for S with
rational period d and let c ∈ R be such that p¯i(x + d) = p¯i(x) + c. The rationality of d, combined
with [18, Theorem 7], implies that c ≥ 0. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, there exists α ≥ 0 such that the
function p¯i(r) − α · r is periodic with period d. Define the transformed function p˜i : R → R by
removing a linear term and scaling the domain as
p˜i(r) =
1
1− αb · (p¯i(d · r)− α(d · r)) .
Observe that 1 − αb ≥ 0 since α ≥ 0 and b ≤ 0. Not only is p˜i periodic with period 1, it is in
fact strongly minimal for an appropriately transformed set S˜.
Lemma 4.3. The function p˜i is strongly minimal for S˜ = bd + Z.
Proof. Since p¯i is quasi-periodic with period d, subadditive, and has p¯i(0) = 0 it is easy to check
that p˜i is periodic with period 1, subadditive, and has p˜i(0) = 0. Moreover, the b-symmetry of p¯i
implies that p˜i is bd -symmetric:
p˜i(r) + p˜i
(
b
d
− r
)
=
1
1− αb · (p¯i(d · r)− α(d · r) + p¯i(b− d · r)− α(b− d · r))
=
1
1− αb · (p¯i(b)− αb) = 1.
Since p¯i is continuous, p˜i is continuous and so, by Lemma 4.2, we have that p˜i is nonnegative.
Thus, conditions (i), (ii), (iii) in Theorem 1.1 are all satisfied, which gives the desired result.
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Recall the parameters M and  > 0 in the statement of Theorem 1.3. Now set ′ > 0 small
enough so that 1 + ′b ≥ 12 and
max
{(
1
1 + ′b
− 1
)
,
(
1− 1
1− ′b
)}
· max
y∈[−M,M ]
|p¯i(y)|+ ′(M + 2) ≤ .
Apply Theorem 1.2, with approximation parameter 
′
1−αb , to obtain a 2-slope function p˜isym that is
strongly minimal for S˜ = bd + Z and has ‖p˜i − p˜isym‖∞ ≤ 
′
1−αb .
We undo the transformation over p˜isym by rescaling the domain and function values, and adding
back the linear term to define pi′ : R→ R by setting
pi′(r) = (1− αb) · p˜isym
(r
d
)
+ αr.
Again notice that pi′ satisfies quasi-periodicity (with period d), subadditivity, and pi′(0) = 0. Also,
since p˜isym is symmetric about
b
d , we obtain that pi
′ is symmetric about b:
pi′(r) + pi′(b− r) = (1− αb) ·
(
p˜isym
(r
d
)
+ p˜isym
(
b− r
d
))
+ αr + α(b− r) = 1.
In addition, ‖p¯i − pi′‖∞ ≤ ′:
|pi′(r)− p¯i(r)| =
∣∣∣(1− αb) · p˜isym (r
d
)
+ αr − p¯i(r)
∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣(1− αb)(p˜isym (r
d
)
− p˜i
(r
d
))
+ (1− αb)p˜i
(r
d
)
+ αr − p¯i(r)
∣∣∣
≤ (1− αb)‖p˜isym − p˜i‖∞ ≤ ′.
Thus the function pi′ satisfies all conditions in Theorem 2.1, except that pi′(−1) may be different
from 0, and thus it may not be strongly minimal (and hence extreme). However, we can correct
this in the following way.
Let β = pi′(b) + pi′(−1) · b = 1 + pi′(−1) · b. Since |pi′(−1)| ≤ ′ and by choice of ′ we have
1 + ′b > 0, we obtain β > 0. Define pi∗(r) = 1β (pi
′(r) + pi′(−1) · r). We show that this function pi∗
now satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1, and thus is strongly minimal, and is close to p¯i.
Lemma 4.4. The function pi∗ is a piecewise linear 2-slope function that is strongly minimal for
S = b+ Z+. Furthermore, |p¯i(r)− pi∗(r)| ≤  for all r ∈ [−M,M ].
Proof. Observe that pi∗(0) = 0 and pi∗(−1) = 0. Since pi′ is subadditive, piecewise linear and
2-slope, and pi∗ is obtained from pi′ by adding a linear term and scaling by a positive constant,
we observe that pi∗ is subadditive, piecewise linear, and 2-slope. Consider pi∗(r) + pi∗(b − r) =
1
β [pi
′(r) + pi′(b− r) + pi′(−1)(r) + pi′(−1)(b− r)] = 1β [1 + pi′(−1)b] = 1, confirming that pi∗ satisfies
the symmetry condition. Thus, by Theorem 2.1, pi∗ is strongly minimal for S = b+ Z+.
Now we show that |pi∗(r)− pi′(r)| ≤  for all r ∈ [−M,M ]. To start, notice
|pi∗(r)− pi′(r)| =
∣∣∣∣( 1β − 1
)
pi′(r) + pi′(−1) · r
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣(1− 1β
)∣∣∣∣ |pi′(r)|+ |pi′(−1)| · |r|.
Since |pi′(−1)| ≤ ′, if pi′(−1) > 0 then β ≥ 1 + ′b and so
∣∣∣(1− 1β)∣∣∣ = 1β − 1 ≤ 11+′b − 1, and
if pi′(−1) ≤ 0 then β ≤ 1 − ′b and therefore
∣∣∣(1− 1β)∣∣∣ = 1 − 1β ≤ 1 − 11−′b . By plugging these
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bounds in the previous displayed inequality and taking a supremum on the right-hand side over all
r ∈ [−M,M ], we see that for all r ∈ [−M,M ]
|pi∗(r)− pi′(r)| ≤ max
{(
1
1 + ′b
− 1
)
,
(
1− 1
1− ′b
)}
· max
y∈[−M,M ]
|pi′(y)|+ ′M
≤ max
{(
1
1 + ′b
− 1
)
,
(
1− 1
1− ′b
)}
· max
y∈[−M,M ]
|p¯i(y)|+ ′(M + 1)
≤ − ′.
The second inequality follows because ||pi′− p¯i||∞ ≤ ′, and 11+′b − 1 and 1− 11−′b are both in (0, 1)
because 1 + ′b ≥ 12 and b ≤ 0.
Finally, from the triangle inequality we get |pi∗(r)− p¯i(r)| ≤ |pi∗(r)− pi′(r)|+ |pi′(r)− p¯i(r)| ≤ 
for all r ∈ [−M,M ]. This concludes the proof.
Finally, from Theorem 2.5 we have that pi∗ is extreme. This concludes the proof of Theorem
1.3.
5 Continuous Infinite Relaxation
For any convex set K, we use int(K), rel int(K) and lin(K) to denote the interior, relative interior
and the linearity space of K, respectively. There is a well-known connection between CCGFs for
S = b + Zn and S-free convex sets. A set K ⊆ Rn is S-free if it does not contain any points from
S in its interior. A maximal S-free convex set is one that is inclusion-wise maximal. For a closed
convex set K ⊆ Rn with 0 ∈ int(K), define the function
γK(r) = inf{t > 0 : r ∈ tK for all r ∈ Rn} (5)
(this is known as the gauge function of the set K). Since the origin is in the interior of K,
γK(r) < +∞ for all r ∈ Rn. The following theorem states the connection between minimal valid
functions and lattice-free sets, and collects other important properties of the latter. Recall the
norm defined on positively homogeneous functions by (2).
Theorem 5.1 (Theorems 4.4,4.5,4.9 in [3]). Let S = b+ Zn for some b ∈ Rn \ Zn.
1. A function ψ : Rn → R is a minimal CCGF for S if and only if there exists some maximal
S-free convex set K ⊆ Rn such that 0 ∈ int(K) and ψ = γK .
2. A full dimensional convex set K ⊆ Rn is a maximal S-free convex set if and only if it is an
S-free polyhedron such that each facet contains a point of S in its relative interior.
3. If a maximal S-free polyhedron K with 0 ∈ int(K) is given by K = {x ∈ Rn : ai ·x ≤ 1,∀i ∈ I}
for some finite set I, then
γK(r) = max
i∈I
ai · r,
and
‖γK‖ = max
i∈I
|ai|∞. (6)
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The next theorem, in particular, connects the extremality of a CCGF with that of a specific
problem Cb(r
1, . . . , rk).
Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 1.5 in [2]). Let S = b + Zn for some b ∈ Rn \ Zn. Let K be a maximal
S-free convex set in Rn with 0 in its interior. Let L = lin(K) and let P = K ∩ L⊥. Then
K = P + L, L is a rational space, and P is a polytope. Moreover, let r1, . . . , rk be the vertices of
P , and rk+1, . . . , rk+h be a rational basis of L. Then the function γK is extreme for Cf if and only
if the inequality
∑k
i=1 si ≥ 1 is extreme for the polyhedron conv(Cb(r1, . . . , rk+h)).
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1.4
We now prove Theorem 1.4, which asserts that in the two-dimensional case n = 2, extreme CCGFs
are dense in the set of minimal functions. For that we need the following characterization of
extreme functions in this two-dimensional case. Recall that a split set in R2 is one of the form
{(x1, x2) : pi0 ≤ pi1x1 + pi2x2 ≤ pi0 + 1} for some pi0, pi1, pi2 ∈ R.
Theorem 5.3 (Theorems 3.8, 3.10, 4.1 [9]). In R2, if S = b + Z2 for some b ∈ R2 \ Z2, then
the full-dimensional maximal S-free polyhedra are splits, triangles, and quadrilaterals. Moreover,
consider a maximal S-free convex set K ⊆ R2 with 0 ∈ int(K). Then:
1. If K is a split set, then γK is an extreme CCGF for S.
2. If K is a triangle with vertices r1, r2, r3, then γK defines a facet of Cb(r
1, r2, r3), i.e.,∑3
i=1 γK(r
i)si ≥ 1 is a facet of Cb(r1, r2, r3). Note further that γK(ri) = 1 for all i = 1, 2
and 3.
3. Suppose K is a quadrilateral. Let its vertices be r1, . . . , r4, and let wi ∈ S be a point on the
edge [ri, ri+1] (indices taken modulo 4).Then γK defines a facet of Cb(r
1, r2, r3, r4) if and only
if there is no t ∈ R+ such that the point wi divides the edge joining ri to ri+1 in a ratio t for
odd i and in a ratio 1/t for even i, i.e.
‖wi − ri‖
‖wi − ri+1‖ =
{
t for i = 1, 3,
1
t for i = 2, 4.
(7)
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Theorem 5.1, ψ = γK for a maximal S-free convex set K = {x ∈
R2 : aix ≤ 1} with 0 ∈ int(K). If γK is extreme, then there is nothing to be done. Therefore, by
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, we may assume that K is a quadrilateral such that there exists a t ∈ R+
satisfying 7. Let w1 ∈ S be such that a1 · w1 = 1. Let a be any vector in R2 with |a|∞ = 1 that is
orthogonal to w1, i.e., a ·w1 = 0. Now, define a˜1 = a1 + a and a˜i = ai for i = 2, 3 and 4. One can
show that for small enough , K˜ = {x ∈ R2 : a˜ix ≤ 1} is a maximal S-free quadrilateral and there
is no t ∈ R+ such that (7) holds, and so γK˜ is extreme by Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. Moreover, by (6),
‖γK‖ = maxi |ai|∞ and γK˜ = maxi |a˜i|∞. Therefore, ‖γK − γK˜‖ ≤ .
5.2 Proof of Theorem 1.5
The following rank identity is a direct consequence of equation (4.5.1) of [17] (note that if a matrix
A has full column rank then it has a 0-dimensional kernel).
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Lemma 5.4. Let A be an m×d matrix and B an d×p matrix. If rank(A) = d, then rank(A ·B) =
rank(B).
The proof of the following theorem follows the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [9] for the 2-dimensional
case.
Theorem 5.5. Let S = b + Zn for some b ∈ Rn \ Zn. Let K ⊆ Rn be a maximal S-free simplex
with 0 ∈ int(K) and with exactly one point from S on each facet. Then γK is an extreme CCGF if
and only if the affine hull of K ∩ S is all of Rn.
Proof. Let y1, . . . , yn+1 ∈ S be the points from S on the boundary of K and let r1, . . . , rn+1 ∈ Rn
be the vertices of K. By Theorem 5.2, ψ is an extreme CCGF if and only if
∑n+1
i=1 si ≥ 1 is extreme
for Cb(r
1, . . . , rn+1).
Let F be the face of Cb(r
1, . . . , rn+1) defined by
∑n+1
i=1 si = 1. Since Cb(r
1, . . . , rn+1) is full
dimensional (see [9] Lemma 1.6), it follows that F is a facet if and only if there exist n+ 1 affinely
independent vectors sj , for j = 1, . . . , n+ 1, such that
n+1∑
i=1
sji = 1 and z
j =
n+1∑
i=1
risji is in S
Since zj is a convex combination of the vertices of K, zj ∈ K also. Thus, in fact, each zj ∈
{y1, . . . , yn+1}. Let Z,R,X be the matrix with columns {zj}j=1,...,n+1, {ri}i=1,...,n+1, and {sj}j=1,...,n+1,
respectively. Let Z¯ and R¯ denote the matrices Z and R, respectively, with a row of 1s added as
the last row of the matrix. Then it follows that
Z¯ = R¯ ·X.
Since K is a full dimensional simplex, rank(R¯) = n+ 1. Therefore, by Lemma 5.4, rank(X) =
rank(Z¯). Hence, the vectors si for i = 1, . . . , n + 1 are affinely independent if and only if the
points z1, . . . , zn+1 are affinely independent, which can happen if and only if {z1, . . . , zn+1} =
{y1, . . . , yn+1} and y1, . . . , yn+1 are affinely independent.
In a similar way, it is easy to see that all S-free polyhedra K whose vertices are in S give rise
to extreme CCGFs. This is simply because the vector sj = ej is valid (where ej is the j-th unit
vector in Rk where k is the number of vertices of K) since every corner ray points to a point in S.
Thus, the X matrix has full rank.
Lemma 5.6. For every n ≥ 3 there exists a maximal Zn-free simplex in Rn such that the affine
hull of the integer points on its boundary is a (n− 1)-dimensional subspace of Rn.
Proof. Let 0 <  < 14 . For n ≥ 3, let A, A¯ ∈ R(n−1)×n, C ∈ R2×n, b ∈ Rn−1 and d ∈ R2 be given as
A =

−1  0 . . . 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
−1  0
 −1 0
 , A¯ =

0 −¯ 0 · · · 0
 , b =
 ...

 ,
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C =
[ −1 −1 −32 · · · −32 −1
1 1 32 · · · 32 12
]
, and d =
[
0
2
]
.
Note that for n = 3,
C =
[ −1 −1 −1
1 1 12
]
,
where ¯ > 0 is chosen to be arbitrarily small.
Let ∆3 = ∆¯3 = {x ∈ R3 : Ax ≤ b, Cx ≤ d}. For all n ≥ 4, let ∆n = {x ∈ Rn : Ax ≤ b, Cx ≤ d}
and ∆¯n = {x ∈ Rn : (A + A¯)x ≤ b, Cx ≤ d}. We will show that ∆¯n is a maximal Zn-free simplex
containing exactly n + 1 lattice points that are contained in the (n − 1)-dimensional subspace
{x : xn = 0} of Rn. We will only show the calculations for n ≥ 4 since the calculations for n = 3
are similar.
To do so, we prove first that ∆n is a Zn-free simplex with containing exactly n+1 lattice points
that are contained in the (n− 1)-dimensional subspace {x : xn = 0} of Rn. Then, since ∆¯n comes
from perturbing the inequality matrix from ∆n, and ∆¯n contains all its lattice points on the relative
interior of its facets, that is, one for each facet, we will have proved that it is a maximal Zn-free
convex set.
Let Wi = [
1
n−i ,
1
n−i−1 , . . . ,
1
 ,
1
n−1 , . . . ,
1
n−i+1 ]
T . For example, W1 = [
1
n−1 ,
1
n−2 , . . . ,
1
 ]
T and
W2 = [
1
n−2 ,
1
n−2 , . . . ,
1
 ,
1
n−1 ]
T . Then
W Ti Ax = −
((
1

)n−1
− 1
)
xi, W
T
i b =
n−2∑
j=0
1
j
=
(
1

)n−1 − 1
1
 − 1
.
We will show that xi > −1 for all n ≥ 3 and i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Since Wi ≥ 0, for i = 1, . . . , n− 1, the inequality W Ti Ax ≤ W Ti b is valid for ∆n. This directly
implies that xi ≥ − 11

−1 > −2 > −1 for all i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Next, notice that [1, 1]Cx ≤ [1, 1]d is −12 xn ≤ 2 which implies that xn ≥ −4 > −1 because
 < 14 .
This combined with the inequality C2x ≤ d2 proves that ∆n ∩ Zn is bounded. Furthermore,
observe that 2n(1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ int(∆n), which shows that ∆n is a full dimensional simplex in Rn.
Consider now any x ∈ ∆n ∩ Zn ⊆ Rn+. The inequality C2x ≤ d2 implies that x has support at
most 2 and if xi > 0 for any i = 3, . . . , n, then x has support exactly 1. We claim that xi ≤ 1 for
all i = 1, . . . , n. Clearly this is true for i = 3, . . . , n by the inequality C2x ≤ d2. If x2 > 0, either
x1 = 0, in which case then first inequality from Ax ≤ b implies that x2 ≤ 1, or x1 = 1 and x2 = 1,
by the inequality C2x ≤ d2. Similarly, if x1 > 0, then x1 ≤ 1. This finishes the claim.
The arguments above prove that the only possible feasible integer points are {0, e1, e2, . . . , en−1, e1+
e2}. We see that all of the feasible integer points lie in the subspace xn = 0, and thus, lie in a
(n− 1)-dimensional subspace of Rn.
Finally, observe that each integer points x ∈ ∆n ∩ Zn lies the relative interior of a unique
facet of ∆¯n. Furthermore, since ¯ > 0 is arbitrarily small and ∆n is a polytope, it follows, e.g.,
from [4, Lemma 3.6] that ∆n ∩Zn = ∆¯n ∩Zn. This proves that ∆¯n is maximial lattice free and all
its integer points lie on a (n− 1)-dimensional subspace of Rn.
We next show that, in every dimension n ≥ 3, there exist minimal inequalities that are not
arbitrarily close to extreme inequalities.
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Theorem 5.7. Let n ≥ 3 and let S = b + Zn for some b ∈ Rn \ Zn. Let K ⊆ Rn be a maximal
S-free simplex with 0 ∈ int(K) and with exactly one point from S on each facet. Suppose that the
affine hull K ∩ S is a strict subset of Rn. Then there exists an  > 0 such that for all minimal
CCGFs γ′ 6= γK such ‖γK − γ′‖ < , γ′ is not extreme.
Proof. Let M = sup{‖x‖1 : x ∈ K}. Let  > 0 such that K ∩ S = K ∩ S where K := {x ∈ Rn :
γK(x) ≤ 1 + M}. Note that γK = 11+M γK and therefore K = (1 + M)K. So, K is a simplex.
Let γ′ be a minimal CCGF such that ‖γK − γ′‖ < . Let K ′ = {x ∈ Rn : γ′(x) ≤ 1}. The
inequality ‖γK − γ′‖ <  implies that for any x ∈ K ′, |γK(x)− γ′(x)| ≤ ‖x‖1. Therefore,
γK(x) ≤ γ′(x) + ‖x‖1 ≤ 1 + M.
Thus, K ′ ⊆ K and therefore, K ′ is bounded. Since γ′ is a minimal CCGF, it can be shown that
K ′ is a maximal S-free convex set. By Theorem 5.1 part 2., K ′ is a polytope with one point from
S in the relative interior of each facet. Since K ′ ∩ S ⊆ K ∩ S = K ∩ S and |K ∩ S| = n+ 1, this
implies that K ′ has n + 1 facets and is therefore, a full-dimensional simplex. Moreover, the affine
hull of K ′∩S = K∩S is a strict affine subspace of Rn. By Theorem 5.5, γ′ is not extreme.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Using simplices like the one constructed in Lemma 5.6 that are shifted by
b to be maximal S-free convex sets, and Theorem 5.7, one can find examples of minimal CCGFs
and an  > 0 such that all extreme CCGFs are at least  distance away in the norm defined by (2).
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Appendix
A Proof of Lemma 3.2
By definition, piδ(0) = 0 and piδ is periodic modulo Z. By case analysis, it can be verified that piδ
also satisfies the symmetry condition. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove that piδ is
subadditive in order to verify minimality.
Let U = {0, δ, b− δ, b, b+ δ, 1− δ}+Z be the infinite set of breakpoints of the periodic piecewise
linear function piδ. Note that, by assumption that δ ∈ (0,min{ b2 , 1−b2 }) and b ∈ (0, 1), we have that
0 < δ < b − δ < b < b + δ < 1 − δ < 1. By Lemma 2.3, it suffices to check that ∆piδ ≥ 0 on
vert(∆PU ). Every vertex of this complex satisfies either x, y ∈ U or x, x + y ∈ U or y, x + y ∈ U .
By symmetry, we will ignore the third case. Note that for any x ∈ U , we have piδ(x) ∈ {0, 12 , 1}.
By periodicity modulo Z, we can assume that x, y ∈ [0, 1] and hence x+ y ∈ [0, 2].
Case 1. Suppose x, y ∈ U .
Case 1a. Suppose piδ(x) + piδ(y) ≥ 1.
Since piδ ≤ 1, ∆piδ(x, y) ≥ 0. Furthermore, equality only holds if piδ(x+ y) = 1,
which is only attained at x+y = b or x+y = 1+b. Hence, in this case, equality
is only attained in the case of the symmetry condition.
Case 1b. Suppose piδ(x) + piδ(y) =
1
2 .
Since x, y ∈ U , this implies that either piδ(x) = 0 or piδ(y) = 0. Without loss
of generality, suppose piδ(x) = 0. Then x ∈ Z and x + y ≡ y (mod 1). Hence,
∆piδ(x, y) = 0 in this case.
Case 1c. Suppose piδ(x) + piδ(y) = 0.
Since piδ ≥ 0, it follows that x, y ∈ Z. Hence, x + y ∈ Z and ∆piδ(x, y) = 0 in
this case.
Case 2. Suppose x, x+ y ∈ U , y /∈ U .
Case 2a. Suppose piδ(x) ≥ piδ(x+ y).
Since piδ ≥ 0 and y /∈ U , this implies that ∆piδ(x, y) > 0.
Case 2b. Suppose piδ(x) < piδ(x+ y).
Since y /∈ U , piδ(x) 6= 0. Therefore piδ(x) = 12 and piδ(x + y) = 1. But then
x+ y = b or x+ y = 1 + b. Since b− x ∈ U and 1 + b− x ∈ U for all x ∈ U , it
follows also that y ∈ U . This is a contradiction.
Hence, we have established that for (x, y) ∈ vert(∆PU ), ∆piδ ≥ 0 and thus, by Lemma 2.3,
piδ is subadditive. Moreover, the arguments above show that ∆piδ(x, y) = 0 if and only if either
x or y in Z, or x + y ∈ b + Z. Consider the region [δ, 1 − δ]2. Since x = δ, y = δ, x = 1 − δ,
and y = 1 − δ are four lines of the polyhedral complex ∆PU , the set [δ, 1 − δ]2 is a union of
faces of ∆PU . The only vertices of ∆PU in [δ, 1 − δ]2 ∩ E(piδ) are on the lines x + y = b and
x + y = 1 + b. Since these lines are separated in the polyhedral complex by the line x + y = 1, it
follows that [δ, 1− δ]2 ∩E(piδ) = {(x, y) : x+ y = b or x+ y = 1 + b} ∩ [δ, 1− δ]2. This proves that
E(piδ) ⊆ Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b.
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This also shows that for all other points (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 \ E(piδ) ⊆ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b), ∆piδ(x, y)
must take a positive value. In particular, all points in vert(∆PU )∩
(
[0, 1]2 \ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b)
)
have
a strictly positive value for ∆piδ. Since there are only finitely many such vertices, there exists γ > 0
such that ∆piδ(x, y) > γ for all (x, y) ∈ vert(∆PU ) ∩
(
[0, 1]2 \ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b)
)
. By Lemma 2.3,
∆piδ(x, y) > γ for all (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]2 \ (Eδ ∪ Eb ∪ E1+b). This concludes the proof.
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